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Abstract

The most common approach is multi-conditional training, in
which the distant-talking and close-talking features are mixed
to train an acoustic model. Although the model can learn the
reverberation effects automatically, it can not model the corresponding relations between the distant-talking and close-talking
features. Therefore, to obtain an optimal performance, joint training of speech enhancement and acoustic model are proposed. These methods can be roughly divided into two categories: mask learning [7, 8] and feature-mapping approaches [9, 10, 11]. However, the mask learning has the presumption that the the noise is strictly additive and removable by the
masking procedure which is generally not true for real recorded
stereo data.
Though jointly training speech enhancement with acoustic model can improve the recognition performance, it is still affected by the spectral variations in each speech unit. Recently, adversarial learning has captured great attention of deep
learning community given its remarkable success in estimating
generative models. It has been applied to noise robust speech
recognition [12, 13], speaker-invariant [14], domain adaptation
[15, 16] and domain separation [17]. Inspired by this, we propose SIAFM, which combines the speaker adaption with speech
enhancement. Through this adversarial multi-task learning procedure, the feature-mapping network not only maps the the input speech frames from distant scene to the close one, but also
transforms the input speech frames from different speakers into
speaker-invariant and senone-discriminative features.
Teacher-student (TS) learning is widely used in domain
adaption [18] and model compression [19]. In TS learning,
the posteriors generated by the teacher model are used to train
the target-domain student model. To transfer the knowledge of
close-talking to far-field, in this work, we explore using the soft
label from the well trained IHM acoustic model instead of hard
label during the SIAM training. By combining SIAFM and TS
learning (SIAFM-TS), we achieve speaker adaption, knowledge
distillation and speech enhancement in a unified framework.
Different from the previous work, we evaluate SIAFM-TS
on the real recorded AMI dataset. Besides, we show the WER on both overlapped and non-overlapped condition, namely, WER(over) and WER(non-over). What is more, the performances are demonstrated step by step and obtained promotion
gradually. Finally, we combine the speaker adaption, knowledge distillation and speech enhancement in a unified framework. Compared with MCT model, the proposed SIAFM-TS
achieves 4.2% relative WER(over) reduction and 6.3% relative WER(non-over) reduction. Meanwhile, in comparison with
SDM model baseline, SIAFM-TS reaches 5.9% relative WER(over) decrease and 9.0% relative WER(non-over) decrease.

Feature mapping (FM) jointly trained with acoustic model
(AFM) is commonly used for single-channel speech enhancement. However, the performance is affected by the inter-speaker
variability. In this paper, we propose speaker-invariant AFM
(SIAFM) aiming at curtailing the inter-talker variability while
achieving speech enhancement. In SIAFM, a feature-mapping
network, an acoustic model and a speaker classifier network are
jointly optimized to minimize the feature-mapping loss and the
senone classification loss, and simultaneously min-maximize
the speaker classification loss. Evaluated on AMI dataset, the
proposed SIAFM achieves 4.8% and 7.0% relative word error
rate (WER) reduction on the overlapped and non-overlapped
condition over the baseline acoustic model trained with single distant microphone (SDM) data. Additionally, the SIAFM
obtains 3.0% relative overlapped WER and 4.2% relative nonoverlapped WER decrease over the multi-conditional (MCT) acoustic model. To further promote the performance of SIAFM,
we employ teacher-student learning (TS), in which the posterior probabilities generated by the individual headset microphone
(IHM) data can be used in lieu of labels to train the SIAFM
model. The experiments show that compared with MCT model, SIAFM with TS (SIAFM-TS) can reach 4.2% relative overlapped WER and 6.3% relative non-overlapped WER decrease
respectively.
Index Terms: far-field speech recognition, speech enhancement, adversarial learning, teacher-student learning

1. Introduction
Despite significant advancement made in automatic speech
recognition (ASR) after the introduction of deep neural network
(DNN) based acoustic models [1], the far-field speech recognition remains a challenging problem. In distant talking scenarios,
speech signal is captured by one or more microphones located
farther away from the speakers, which makes it susceptible to
reverberation, background noise and speech overlap. Therefore
the performance in distant talking scenarios is still far-behind
their close-talking equivalents [2].
Many distant speech recognition systems adopt a two-part
architecture where the speech are enhanced by the signal processing techniques before further processed by conventional acoustic modeling approaches [3, 4, 5]. Since the signal processing part is usually distinct from the speech recognition, it fails to
optimize towards the speech recognition accuracy, which leads
to a suboptimal solution [6].
With the advance of deep learning, DNN-based approaches have achieved great success in distant speech recognition.
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3. Adversarial Speaker-Invariant Training
To perform the SIAFM, besides the distant speech features X
and its corresponding close-talk features Y , we also need a sequence of speaker labels C = {c1 , ..., cT }. Based on the AFM,
we further employ a speaker classifier network S which maps
the enhanced features f to the speaker posteriors. Therefore,
the F and S are jointly trained with an adversarial objective,
in which θf is adjusted to maximize the speaker classification
loss LfS (θf ) while θs is adjusted to minimize the frame-level
speaker classification loss LsS (θs ) below:
LS (θf , θs ) = −

T
X

logPs (ci |xi ; θf, θs)

i=1

=−

T X
X

(4)
I(a = ci )logS(M (xs ))

i=1 a∈A

Figure 1: The framework of SIAFM-TS for distant speech recognition

where ci denotes the speaker label for the input distant speech
frame xi . I(a = ci ) is a function which equals to 1 when a is
equals to ci .
The total loss of SIAFM LSIAF M (θf , θm , θs ) is formulated as the weighted sum of LAF M (θm , θf ) and LS (θf , θs ) as
follows:

2. Senone-Aware Feature-Mapping
Enhancement
Given a sequence of distant speech features X = {x1 , ..., xT }
and its corresponding features Y = {y1 , ..., yT } in close scene,
feature-mapping tries to learn a non-linear regression function
F with parameters θf that transforms X to a sequence of enhanced features Ŷ = {ŷ1 , ..., ŷT } such that Ŷ is as close to
Y as possible. To achieve that, we minimize the far-to-close
feature-mapping MSE loss LF (θf ) as follows:
1
LF (θf ) =
T

T
X

LSIAF M (θf , θm , θs ) = LAF M (θm , θf ) − λ2 LS (θf , θs )
(5)
where λ2 controls the trade-off between the AFM loss and the
speaker classification loss separately.
We find the optimal parameters θˆf , θˆm and θˆs such that
(θˆf , θˆm ) = argminLSIAF M (θf , θm , θ̂s )
θf ,θm

(F (xi ) − yi )

2

(1)

θˆs = argmaxLSIAF M (θ̂f , θ̂m , θs )

i=1

θs

To make the feature-mapping objective relate to the speech
units (i.e., word, phoneme, senone, etc.) classification, we
incorporate a DNN acoustic model into the feature-mapping
framework and propose the multi-task learning framework ,i.e,
Senone-Aware Feature-Mapping. In this framework, we jointly optimize the feature-mapping MSE criterion and the acoustic
cross-entropy (CE) criterion.
As showed in Figure 1, the acoustic model network Ms
with parameters θm takes in the enhanced features Ŷ as the input and predicts the senone posteriors. Through minimizing the
cross-entropy loss between the predicted senone posteriors and
the senone labels in (2), the enhanced features Ŷ are senonediscriminative.
LMs (θm , θf ) = −
=−

T
1 X
logP (si |xi ; θm , θf )
T i=1
T
1 X
log(M (F (xi )))
T i=1

(6)
(7)

The parameters are updated as follows via back propagation
through time with stochastic gradient descent (SGD):
θf ← θf − µ[

∂LAF M
∂LS
− λ2
]
∂θf
∂θf

∂LS
∂θs
∂LAF M
θm ← θm − µ
∂θm
where µ is learning rate and λ2 > 0.
θs ← θs − µ

(8)
(9)
(10)

4. Teacher-Student Learning
Teacher-student learning is widely used in domain adaption and
model compression. The main idea of TS learning is to train a
target-domain student model using the output of a well-trained
source-domain teacher model as training labels (often called
soft labels) such that the student model works like the teacher
model. In this work, we regard the near-field as source-domain
and the far-field as target-domain. To achieve TS learning, first,
train a teacher model using the IHM data. Then minimize the
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between the output distributions of the teacher model and the student model as follows:

(2)

where S is a sequence of senone labels S = {s1 , ..., sT }
aligned with the close-talk features.
The total loss of AFM LAF M (θf , θm ) is formulated as
the weighted sum of LF (θf ) and the senone classification loss
LMs (θm , θf ) as follows:
LAF M (θm , θf ) = Λ1 LF (θf ) + (1 − Λ1 )LMs (θf , θm ) (3)

KL(PT ||PS ) =

where Λ1 > 0 controls the trade-off between feature-mapping
MSE loss and acoustic CE loss.

T X
X
i=1 q∈Q

PT (q|xihm
)log(
i

PT (q|xihm
)
i
)
PS (q|xsdm
)
i
(11)
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Table 1: Performances of IHM trained model , SDM trained
model and MCT trained model on SDM eval data and featuremapping enhanced results. Additionally, SDM-FM represents
the feature-mapping enhanced results and SDM-Eval represents
the SDM eval data.

where q is one of the senones in the senone set Q, i is the frame
index. xsdm
is the SDM feature and xihm
is the correspondi
i
ing IHM feature. PT (q|xihm
) and PS (q|xsdm
) is the output
i
i
distribution of the teacher and student model individually.
Optimizing the above objective function is equivalent to
minimizing:
LTMSs (θf , θm ) = −

T X
X

WER(over)

PT (q|xihm
)log(PS (q|xsdm
))
i
i

i=1 q∈Q

(12)
To combine the SIAFM with the TS learning in a unified
framework (SIAFM-TS), we replace the LMs (θf , θm ) in (3)
with the LTMSs in eq. (12). In SIAFM-TS, we can achieve the
speech enhancement, speaker adaption and domain adaption at
the same time.

WER(nonover)

Acoustic
model

SDM-Eval

SDM-FM

SDM-Eval

SDM-FM

IHM
SDM
MCT

76.5
54.0
53.0

63.3
62.1
58.6

72.9
44.5
43.2

55.2
53.4
48.9

5. Experiments and Results
5.1. Dataset
We evaluate the proposed SIAFM-TS on the AMI meeting corpus [20]. Our systems are trained and tested as recommended:
a training set of 80 hours and a test set of 9 hours. There are
155 speakers in the training data and 63 speakers in the test data. The speakers in training set and the test set are mutually
different.
In this work, we use 40-dimensional log Mel filterbank features as the network inputs by following the process in kaldi
[21]. Besides, we exploit Tensorflow to build the SIAFM system. We use the trained GMM-HMM to generate forced aligned
labels for training a DNN acoustic model. During training, the
aligned labels from IHM data is used to improve the SDM baseline. The networks are trained using the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm.

Figure 2: The Log mel filterbank features of the IHM data, SDM
data and the corresponding feature-mapping enhanced results.

5.2. Baseline System
In the baseline system, we first train two DNN-HMM acoustic
models using the 80 hrs SDM data and 80 hrs IHM data respectively. Each frame is spliced with 6 left and 6 right context
frames to form a 520-dimensional feature. Both DNN acoustic
models have 5 hidden layers with 2048 Relu units in each layer.
The output layer of the DNN has 3992 output units corresponding to 3992 senone labels. Moreover, we use all the SDM and
IHM data to train MCT acoustic model.
The SDM eval data (SDM-Eval) WER results are shown
in Table 1. Firstly, severe performance degradation is observed with speech overlap by analysing WER(over) and WER(nonover) results. Secondly, compared with IHM model, SDM model improves the performance more than 20.0%, indicating that the consistency between training data and test data is
significant. Furthermore, in comparison with SDM model, MCT model reaches 2.0% relative WER(over) reduction and 3.0%
relative WER(non-over) reduction on SDM-Eval.

with SDM model. These results indicate that feature-mapping
can effectively remove reverberation and improve the speech
quality. This is also illustrated in Fig 2. After feature mapping,
the distortion is suppressed and speech information is restored.
Furthermore, to cope with the mismatch between training
and test, we pass the SDM training data through the speech enhancement DNN. Lastly, train an acoustic model MCT-FM with
all SDM, IHM and the enhanced training data. As shown in Table 2, compared with MCT model, MCT-FM achieves 8.5% relative WER(over) reduction and 10.0% relative WER(nonover)
reduction on SDM-FM. But it is still far behind the MCT performance on SDM-Eval. We suppose it is because the featuremapping fails to optimize towards the speech recognition accuracy.
Consequently, we employ joint training feature-mapping
with acoustic model. In Table 2, the AFM reaches 1.7% relative
WER(over) decrease and 1.6% relative WER(nonover) decrease
over MCT model.

5.3. Senone-Aware Feature-Mapping Enhancement
5.4. Adversarial Speaker-Invariant Training

In this section, a simple DNN network with 4 hidden layers
and 1024 units for each hidden layer is trained to conduct the
feature-mapping. The results are list in Table 1. Initially, with
IHM model, we observe great improvement on feature-mapping
results (SDM-FM) over SDM-Eval. Although the WER gap
between SDM-Eval and SDM-FM is large, the WER(over) gap
5.6% and WER(nonover) gap 5.7% with MCT model is far less
than the WER(over) gap 8.1% and WER(nonover) gap 8.9%

To make the enhanced feature both senone-discriminative and
speaker-invariant, we further conduct SIAFM as described in
Section 3. The speaker classifier S is a feed-forward DNN with
2 hidden layers and 1024 hidden units for each layer. The output layer of S has 155 units predicting the posteriors of 155
speakers in the training set. The hyper-parameter λ1 and λ2 are
fixed at 0.5 in our experiments. The learning rates of F and S
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Table 2: Performance of MCT model, MCT-FM model and
AFM model on the SDM eval data and feature-mapping enhanced features. Additionally, SDM-FM represents the featuremapping enhanced results and SDM-Eval represents the SDM
eval data.
WER(over)

WER(nonover)

Acoustic
model

SDM-Eval

SDM-FM

SDM-Eval

SDM-FM

MCT
MCT-FM
AFM

53.0
52.1

58.6
53.6
-

43.2
42.5

48.9
44.0
-

are set to 0.03. In each iteration, we update the parameters of F
5 times and the S 1 times.
As shown in Table 3, SIAFM achieves 4.8% relative WER(over) reduction and relative 7.0% WER(nonover) reduction
over the SDM model baseline. Additionally, compared with MCT model, SIAFM reaches 3.0% relative WER(over) decrease
and 4.2% relative WER(nonover) decrease.

Figure 3: t-SNE visualization of the SDM features, IHM features, AFM enhanced features and SIAFM enhanced features
when speech frames aligned with phoneme ’ah’ from two male
and two female speakers.
Table 3: Performances of SDM model, MCT model, AFM model, SIAFM model and the SIAFM-TS model on the SDM eval
data. Additionally, SDM-Eval represents the SDM eval data.

5.5. Visualization of Deep Features
We randomly select two male speakers (ME0067, ME0069) and
two female speakers (FE0065, FE0066) from the training set
and extract speech frames aligned with ’ah’ for each of the four
speakers. Then, we visualize the enhanced features generated
by the AFM and SIAFM architectures when the ’ah’ frames are
given as the input using t-SNE. Besides, we also show the t-SNE
of the SDM features and its corresponding IHM features.
In Fig 3, the distributions of male and female speakers are
far away from each other on both SDM and IHM data. But
the distance of male and female on SDM data is smaller than
that on IHM data. We suppose it is because the discrimination of female and male is partly damaged by the reverberation
and speaker overlap. After performing AFM, the distribution
of enhanced feature is more similar with the distribution of IHM, which demonstrates the effectiveness of AFM. When applying SIAFM, all the male and female speakers are well aligned
with each other in the last graph. This indicates that adversarial speaker-invariant training makes the enhanced features more
speaker-invariant.

WER(over)

WER(nonover)

Acoustic
model

SDM-Eval

SDM-Eval

SDM
MCT
AFM
SIAFM
SIAFM-TS

54.0
53.0
52.1
51.4
50.8

44.5
43.2
42.5
41.4
40.5

reduction compared with MCT model. Meanwhile, in comparison with SDM model baseline, SIAFM-TS reaches 5.9% relative WER(over) decrease and 9.0% relative WER(non-over)
decrease.
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In this section, we combine TS learning with SIAFM to achieve
speaker adaption, knowledge distillation and speech enhancement in a unified framework. The results are shown in Table 3.
Compared with SIAFM, SIAFM-TS further achieves 1.2% relative WER(over) reduction and 2.2% relative WER(nonover)
reduction. Finally, in comparison with the SDM model baseline, SIAFM-TS reaches 5.9% relative WER(over) decrease and
9.0% relative WER(non-over) decrease.
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